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Dear Valued Customer:

Chris Gaylor

The construction sector continues to strengthen, although it’s not growing as
quickly as most of us would like. During the ﬁrst half of the year, non-residential starts
were up 2.4 percent, compared to the same period last year, led by heavy-engineering
work that saw a 13-percent gain. Commercial starts remained down, compared to the
previous year, but came back strong in the summer. Based on history, housing is only
about half of what it should be, according to Reed Construction Data, which reported
that may soon change for the better. Why? Because the Federal Reserve’s bondbuying program ended, and interest rates are expected to rise by next summer. When
that happens, usually those sitting on the sidelines jump into the market and buy
houses before rates signiﬁcantly climb. In turn, that boosts sales of retail items such as
furniture and appliances.
A rise in housing starts would obviously be good news for the construction
industry, and that growth could include new development work, which typically
leads to increased commercial and other types of construction. That potentially means
moving mass amounts of material, and if that’s your forte, Komatsu has new Tier 4
Final machines designed to do it more efﬁciently. You can read about some of those
new machines in this issue of your Power Equipmenteer magazine.
Among the new Komatsu Tier 4 Final machines is the PC490LC-11 excavator,
which maintained the powerful lifting capacity and stability of the Dash-10 model,
and features lower emissions and enhancements that maximize productivity,
serviceability and fuel economy. It has all the same great beneﬁts of its predecessor but
offers reduced owning and operating costs. You’ll ﬁnd similar attributes in the new
D155AX-8, even with an increase in operating weight.
Other new products include the WA200-7, which delivers the beneﬁts of previous
standard- and PZ-model wheel loaders in one machine. For those who work in the
woods, Komatsu has two harvesting heads for greater logging capacity and efﬁciency.

New machines
are only one
part of our
offerings

If you are in the market for any of these products and ﬁnancing is something you
are interested in, we can help with that. Komatsu Financial offers several ways to help
you acquire machinery and will even work with you to ﬁnance repairs. If you want
to learn more about Komatsu Financial, I encourage you to read the Komatsu & You
article.
Whether you need parts, service, equipment or ﬁnancing, please call or stop by one
of our branch locations today.
Sincerely,
POWER EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Chris Gaylor
President
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Quality homes, site work delivered on-time and onbudget are hallmarks of this Franklin, Tenn., company
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Earlier this year, the popular television channel
HGTV gave away its “Smart Home 2014.”
Located in Nashville, the house is equipped
with cutting-edge technology that allows the
homeowner to control virtually everything
via remote control. Franklin-based Carbine &
Associates, in conjunction with a local architect,
designed and built that custom home.
That was not the first custom home Carbine &
Associates has built that’s been given away. Last
year, the company presented a mortgage-free
house to a retired, decorated war veteran and his
family as part of an Operation FINALLY HOME
project in the Kings’ Chapel development in
Arrington.

(L-R) Barry Jones, Field
Operations Manager, Utility
Division; James Carbine,
Principal; and Jesse Hughes,
Assistant Project Manager,
Utility Division, are key
members of the Franklin,
Tenn., Carbine & Associates
team. James founded the
company with his brother
Denzel (in framed picture),
who passed away in 2007.

V

VIDEO

“We are especially proud to have our name
on this one,” said Principal James Carbine at the
time the keys were handed over. He added more
recently, “We take great pride in every home we
build, as we do with all aspects of our business.
It’s that attitude that we believe makes us one of
the premier homebuilders and developers in the
Nashville area.”
Carbine & Associates’ history in the Nashville
area traces back more than 30 years. Both James

and his brother Denzel worked for their father’s
business, Construction Associates, in high
school and college and remained active in the
Florence, Ala.,-based company after graduation.
Denzel, who passed away in a car accident in
2007, came to Nashville to manage a project for
a development company in 1983. Construction
Associates ended up purchasing the company
it was working for not long after. In 1985, it
began building homes in addition to offering
site-development services.
“Times change, and we did too,” said Carbine.
“After about 10 years, we sold that previous
business and focused strictly on development
work. In the early 2000s, we started building
homes again and added utility installation back
into the mix. Now we have three divisions:
utility, including earthwork services; custom
building, which involves us taking a set of plans
and building from that; and merchant building,
where customers start with a set of our plans and
modify them to fit their needs.”

Turnkey packages
At the time the Carbines bought out the
other company, Barry Jones was running its
site-work field operations. He stayed on, and
continues to perform similar duties for Carbine
& Associates’ utility division, which offers
turnkey site-development packages mainly for
residential developments.
“Our customers appreciate that we start with
a set of plans and provide everything from
clearing to final grading, including putting in
utilities and constructing ponds and roadways,”
said Jones. “About the only items we sub out
are blasting and paving. When we leave a
subdivision or a lot, it’s ready to be built on. We’ll
also break out our services and do just a grading
or a utility project.”

V

VIDEO

Carbine & Associates uses several pieces of Komatsu equipment, including a Tier 4 Interim PC210LC-10 excavator. “It has good power and the fuel economy has
been terrific,” said Jesse Hughes, Assistant Project Manager, Utility Division. “I know the Tier 4 engines regenerate occasionally, but I’ve never noticed when the
PC210 does. It’s automatic, and the machine keeps right on running.”

“At times, the utility division works in
conjunction with the building divisions, so we
handle everything from clearing to final delivery
of a house,” added Carbine. “We’re willing to
work with customers to meet whatever need
they have, whether it’s a complete package, a
one-off custom home or strictly site work for
another developer.”

Tackling challenges head on

V

Carbine & Associates moved about 55,000
yards of dirt and installed nearly 2,000 feet of
sewer and water line for a new phase of Tollgate
Village south of Nashville. When complete, the
mixed-use development will have 750 homes
and about 40 acres of commercial property. The
company also worked on several other phases
of the project, including clearing, grading,
constructing a pond and installing utility lines as
deep as 14 feet.

VIDEO

A Carbine & Associates operator moves concrete pipe with a
Komatsu WA200PZ wheel loader at the Tollgate Village project.

companies want to take on, but I was confident
that our staff could get it done. Barry is a terrific
leader with about 40 years of experience, and
he’s built a great group of people who can tackle
practically anything.”

“While our earthwork projects tend to be
similar in scope, no two are ever the same,”
said Carbine. “For instance, a project we
just completed required us to install utilities
22 feet deep. That’s a challenge that not many

Among them is Jesse Hughes, Assistant Project
Manager, Utility Division. Carbine & Associates
has about 30 people on staff companywide, with
roughly half in the utility division. Other key
Continued . . .

Go online or scan
this QR code using
an app on your
smart phone to
watch video.

www.PowerEquipmenteer.com

Other recent projects include moving about
25,000 yards of dirt for 22 one- to one-and-a-half
acre lots and installing about 3,500 feet of water
line for the Hillsboro Cove development on the
west side of Franklin.

Carbine’s staff tackles tough projects without hesitation
. . . continued

personnel include Vice President of Operations/
Partner Daryl Walny, Comptroller/Partner
Suzanne Walters, Estimator Kim Dykes and
Managing Partner Beth Sturm.

Heavy reliance on Komatsu
Carbine & Associates’ utility division relies
heavily on Komatsu equipment, including
both purchased and rented pieces from
Power Equipment Company. Its current
lineup includes a Tier 4 Interim PC210LC-10
excavator, as well as a PC200LC-7; D65 and
D39 dozers; a WA200PZ wheel loader; and an
HM300 articulated haul truck.
“We started looking at Komatsu equipment
about 10 years ago when we rented a PC400
to dig some ponds,” recalled Jones. “It was
productive, and we’ve found that to be the case
with every Komatsu unit. Another standout
feature is dependability. We know that we can
(L-R) Power Equipment
Company Territory Manager
Joe Tant meets with Carbine
& Associates’ Jesse Hughes,
James Carbine and Barry Jones
at Carbine’s office in Franklin,
Tenn. “When an issue comes up,
I expect the dealer to respond
quickly so our guys aren’t
losing production, and Joe and
Power Equipment do. That’s a
big reason why we continue to
turn to them for our equipment
needs,” said Carbine. “We’ve
developed a great relationship
and appreciate the way they
take care of us.”
For moving mass amounts of dirt, Carbine & Associates uses an HM300 articulated haul truck.

trust our Komatsu equipment to start in the
morning and run all day. Downtime is minimal.”
“Our Komatsu equipment is also comfortable,
which plays a role in operator productivity,”
added Hughes. “I’ve run just about every brand
out there, and I believe Komatsu is the best. I’ve
been especially impressed with the PC210. It
has good power, and the fuel economy has been
terrific. I know the Tier 4 engines regenerate
occasionally, but I’ve never noticed when the
PC210 does. It’s automatic, and the machine
keeps right on running.”
Carbine says he’s impressed with the service
that Power Equipment and Territory Manager
Joe Tant provide. “When an issue comes up,
I expect the dealer to respond quickly so our
guys aren’t losing production, and Joe and
Power Equipment do. That’s a big reason why
we continue to turn to them for our equipment
needs. When we rent machines, they’re always
well-maintained. We’ve developed a great
relationship and appreciate the way they take
care of us.”

Maintaining the same philosophy
Carbine & Associates works within about a
40-mile radius of Franklin, mainly in Davidson
and Williamson counties. That’s basically
been the case since the Carbines came to the
Nashville area.
“I really don’t see us branching out beyond
that,” said Carbine. “We know this market well,
and because we’ve built a solid reputation for
delivering on-time and on-budget, we really
don’t have to. Most of our work is done for
repeat customers who continue to call us back to
either negotiate or bid on their projects. We view
that as success.”
Carbine added that success never has, and
never will, change the way the company does
business.
“Years from now Carbine & Associates
will look much the same as it does today. We
don’t want to be the biggest guy on the block.
There’s plenty of pie out there for us and other
companies to all have a slice. We’re comfortable
at the size we are, and especially with the fact
that we can offer excellent service. That’s what
the business is all about.” Q
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MORE THAN A PAYCHECK
A career in construction offers young people the chance
to craft a legacy and take pride in a job well-done

L

Looking back at my own career, I can’t
imagine where I would be today without the
construction industry. The impact it’s had on
me is indescribable. That is why I am such
an advocate today, and I am committed to
sharing with others the many lucrative and
gratifying career paths in our industry.
Career opportunities in the construction
industry are endless, and the rewards are
great.
One young man who spoke at this year’s
Construction Industry Institute’s Annual
Conference is a 23-year-old welder earning
$30 an hour. I hear this kind of story all
the time – people in their 20s and 30s
who choose to be craft professionals who
earn above-average salaries, have stable
employment and have the ability to advance
and grow within their companies – all
without student debt! All four young craft
professionals who spoke at the conference
referenced a high level of pay, a reliable
profession, no student loan debt and pride in
what they do, as the four main reasons they
chose a career in construction.

Encouraged by their passion
I am always encouraged to hear young craft
professionals talk about their careers because
they are so passionate about their work and
what they contribute to the industry. They
enjoy their professions and take great pride in
being part of something bigger.
One young lady who works as a welder for
a large industrial contractor proudly showed
me a building she worked on and described
how she was specifically requested to work
in a certain area of the building because of
her expertise. That building is now part of her

legacy, and it will be there for years to come
for her children and grandchildren to see.
I have seen so many examples of young
people who enter the industry and work their
way into management and even company
ownership in a short period of time. In what
other industry can a person experience
opportunities like these? Q
This article is reprinted with permission from “Breaking
Ground: The NCCER Blog” at blog.nccer.org. Diane
Greene is the Executive Director of the Build Your
Future initiative at the National Center for Construction
Education and Research. The initiative focuses on
recruitment, training and placement of candidates into
the construction industry. Greene has more than 25 years
of experience in human resources and training, almost
exclusively in the education and construction industries.

Diane Greene,
Executive Director,
Build Your Future,
National Center
for Construction
Education and
Research

Construction can be a high-paying, rewarding career, and the industry should continue
promoting that to young people, according to Diane Greene, Executive Director of Build
Your Future. It has and will continue to do that through camps and by other means, such
as the Construction Challenge at CONEXPO. For more information about students and
construction, see the Focus on the Future article in this issue.

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

TRAINING TOMORROW’S WORKERS
As the number of available workers shrinks,
the construction industry turns to education

A

A recent survey conducted by the Associated
General Contractors of America (AGC) showed
two-thirds of construction firms reported
experiencing labor shortages between July 2013
and July of this year. Additionally, 25 percent
said the inability to find enough workers forced
them to turn down work.
“As demand for construction rebounds, many
firms are finding that the pool of available
workers is pretty shallow,” said Stephen E.
Sandherr, AGC’s Chief Executive Officer.
“Retiring older workers, strong demand in

For five consecutive
years, skilled
craft-worker
positions have been
the toughest to fill
in America. The
shortage of workers
has forced some
companies to turn
down work.

other sectors of the economy and fewer young
people seeking careers in construction are
combining to create workforce shortages for
many construction firms.”
For five consecutive years, skilled craft-worker
positions have been the toughest to fill in
America, according to Build Your Future, an
initiative of the National Center for Construction
Education and Research (NCCER), which
promotes career and technical education
(CTE). That’s despite 27 percent of those with
post-secondary licenses and certifications earning
more than someone with a bachelor’s degree. The
average skilled craft professional makes $6,200
more annually than recent college graduates,
according to Build Your Future.

Reasons for a tight
labor market
The tight labor market has been good for
the skilled workers who are employed, with
70 percent of companies saying they are
paying more than they did last year. As the
pool of available workers continues to shrink,
paychecks will likely continue to rise. So why is
there such as shortage of workers?
The Great Recession is one reason.
Construction was hit particularly hard with
an unemployment rate that reached nearly 30
percent. The lengthy downturn caused many
to seek work in other fields. The industry
was already growing older, with the average
worker’s age in the mid to late 40s when the
downturn began in 2008. In 2012, the average
age of a tradesperson was 56. Many older
workers simply retired and never came back.
Another reason is perception. For decades,
construction had a stigma as hard, dirty work.
Youngsters were encouraged to avoid the
construction industry. For instance, in 2012

Retiring older workers, strong demand in other sectors of the economy and fewer young people seeking careers in construction are combining to create
workforce shortages, according to Associated General Contractors CEO Stephen Sandherr. The tight labor market has been good for skilled workers, with
70 percent of companies saying they are paying more than last year.

only one in three parents encouraged a trade,
according to SkillsUSA. In student surveys from
a decade ago, construction ranked near the
bottom of fields they wished to enter.

Attracting younger workers
The last 10 years, especially the past few,
have seen a major push to attract younger
workers, from elementary school through
college age. Groups such as NCCER host
career days to show students the value of
construction work and how the industry
can be a great fit for their skill sets. They’re
also getting the word out through online
videos and advertising and through materials
teachers can use in the classroom.
One of NCCER’s Build Your Future
campaigns aims to “shift the public’s perception
about careers in the construction industry to
reflect the wide range of professions available.”
(See the Guest Opinion article in this issue,
from Build Your Future Executive Director
Diane Greene.) Others include making career
and technical education a priority in secondary
schools and providing a path from ambition, to
training, to job placement as a craft professional.
“As an industry, we must educate the public
about the vast career opportunities available in

the construction industry and provide tangible
opportunities for individuals to learn skills that
will help them build a successful career,” said
Don Whyte, President of NCCER, who recently
partnered with other organizations to offer a
Build Your Future Scholarship.
The campaign notes that CTE programs such
as welding, electrical or carpentry add hands-on
elements to the high school academic experience
and can also lead to an industry-recognized
credential. “CTE students are significantly
more likely than their non-CTE counterparts
to report that they developed problem-solving,
project completion, research, math, college
application, work-related, communication, time
management and critical thinking skills during
high school,” according to the Association for
Career & Technical Education.
Harvard Graduate School of Education’s
Pathways to Prosperity Project predicts that
by 2018, 2.7 of 8 million jobs in manufacturing
and construction will require a post-secondary
credential.

Promoting the “cool factor”
The industry isn’t only talking up lower-cost
educational opportunities and higher earning
potential of careers in construction. It’s also

Continued . . .

Educating younger workers is a great return on investment
. . continued

promoting the “cool factor,” especially the
technology that’s gained a significant foothold.
Companies are using digital plans, video
simulation, virtual reality and machinery that’s
guided by GPS, which is easier to operate and
more comfortable.

The number of women
in construction hasn’t
changed much since
the 1970s, but recently,
more groups have been
focusing on attracting
more girls and women
to the industry.

When it comes to equipment, the industry is
comparing much of today’s machinery to the
joystick video game consoles that many students
use or have used in the past, and they are also
highlighting how technologically advanced the
equipment is compared to even a few years ago.
During the recent Manitoba Construction
Career Expo, the Campfire Union and
Manitoba Construction Sector partnered to
offer students a virtual-reality simulation of
running a tower crane from the perspective of
the operator inside the cab. It allowed them
to see what it would be like to pick up and
drop loads of steel beams. Several programs
designed for operation of other types of
construction equipment, such as dozers and
excavators, are also available. Students in
engineering programs are also using tablets,
laptop computers and software as part of the
design-and-build process, often putting plans
in digital format that equipment operators
plug into GPS systems used for automated
grading and digging.

Organizations and companies such as Komatsu America agree that training younger
workers for tomorrow’s construction and equipment-maintenance jobs is vital.

“Construction work is somewhat different
from what it was,” said Ken Simonson, AGC
Chief Economist, in a recent Advertising Age
article. “There is much more use of laser and
GPS-guided equipment, building information
modeling and other things that require
computer skills and the use of technology that
was not common before the recession.”

Increasing the number of women
One element of the construction industry
before the recession that’s similar today is
the lack of women. Federal data shows only
about 2.6 percent of the 7.1 million workers in
construction are women, about the same as in
the 1970s. An industry goal is to dramatically
increase that percentage with greater awareness
in school and by using programs such as
MAGIC (Mentoring a Girl in Construction)
camps that feature hands-on activities with
construction projects, women speakers and
engineers, and female construction and project
managers.
During Engineers Week, February 22-28, 2015,
DiscoverE (formerly National Engineers
Week Foundation), will host a Girl Day on
February 26, and the group is encouraging
others to do the same. DiscoverE said, “Girl
Day is a movement that shows girls how
creative and collaborative engineering is and
how engineers are changing our world. With
hundreds of events happening each year,
together we are driving the conversation about
girls and engineering.”
It’s all part of a broader effort to show the
work force what the future of construction
has to offer, including high-paying, rewarding
jobs that build the country’s roads, bridges,
buildings and other structures.
“In the business world, we look for the ROI
(return on investment) in the resources we
expend, and investing in the future sometimes
requires vision that does not immediately
translate to the bottom line,” said Katrina Kersch,
Senior Director and COO of NCCER in a blog
post, ‘The ROI of Partnering with Education’ on
the organization’s Web site. “Investing our time,
talents and resources to partner with education
means that our industry is willing to invest in
our own future.” Q
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PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

STRONG AND EFFICIENT
New PC490LC-11 excavator provides powerful lift
capacity while reducing emissions

T

The government introduced air-quality
regulations in the early 1990s, which required
manufacturers to begin the process of reducing
emissions. Komatsu built a solid foundation
when it introduced its Tier 1 engine platform,
and it continued to add technology that’s met
each subsequent emission standard while further
reducing fuel consumption and improving
performance.
Komatsu’s new Tier 4 Final-certified
PC490LC-11 is no exception. It delivers the
same powerful lifting capacity and stability
of the popular Dash-10 Tier 4 Interim model
while lowering emissions and maintaining
the operating weight, horsepower and bucket
capacity.
“The previous PC490 increased horsepower,
operating weight and lift capacity compared
to the model it replaced,” said Kurt Moncini,
Product Manager, Excavators. “We started
with that platform and enhanced this new

model to maximize productivity, serviceability
and fuel economy, so users get high levels of
performance with the same or reduced owning
and operating costs.”

KOMTRAX® enhancements
Komatsu designed the Tier 4 Final engine for
increased efficiency, using its already-proven
technology from the Interim models and
integrating a selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) system. The engine uses an advanced
electronic-control system to manage air-flow
rate, fuel injection, combustion parameters
and aftertreatment functions to optimize
performance, reduce emissions and provide
advanced diagnostic capability.
Komatsu’s Tier 4 Final engines use DEF (diesel
exhaust fluid) for treating NOx emissions. When
it’s injected into the exhaust stream as required,

Kurt Moncini,
Komatsu Product
Manager, Excavators

Continued . . .

Quick Specs on the Komatsu PC490LC-11 Excavator
Model

Operating Weight

Net Horsepower

Bucket Capacity

PC490LC-11

105,670-110,220 lbs.

359 hp

1.47-4.15 cu. yds.
The PC490LC-11
features a heavy-duty
undercarriage and
counterweight that
contribute to high lift
capacity and lateral
stability. Operators can
increase lifting force by
7 percent by choosing
Lift Mode, which boosts
hydraulic pressure.

PC490LC-11 builds off predecessor’s strong attributes
. . continued

it works with the heat of the exhaust and the
SCR catalytic converter to convert NOx into
harmless nitrogen and water vapor that expel
out of the exhaust pipe. Komatsu also enhanced
KOMTRAX® to monitor the new Tier 4 Final
emissions package components and process.
Other new features of KOMTRAX® in the
PC490LC-11 include the Operator Identification
System, which allows operators to input an
identification number so equipment managers
can track specific users, set parameters for
individual operators, shifts, attachments and
more. An Auto Idle Shutdown function helps
improve operating costs by reducing unnecessary
idle time. It alerts operators to excessive idle time,
giving them a warning prior to shutting down
the machine.
“Auto Idle Shutdown and the Operator
Identification System increase efficiency and
reduce wasted hours and unnecessary fuel
consumption, which increase owning and
operating costs,” said Moncini. “Another
standout feature of the enhanced KOMTRAX®
system is a switch to cellular, which provides
greater bandwidth, more efficient communication
Komatsu’s new PC490LC-11 provides the same powerful lifting capacity and stability of the
popular Dash-10 Tier 4 Interim model while lowering emissions.

and allows operator ID set-up information to be
sent to the machine.”

Heavy-duty components
The PC490LC-11 maintains the productivity
features of the Dash-10, including a heavy-duty
undercarriage and counterweight that
contribute to high lift capacity and lateral
stability. A variable-track gauge option
increases both the lift capacity and lateral
stability up to an additional 10 percent. To
account for that, it has strong undercarriage
components, including links, rollers, shoes,
idlers and center frame. A reinforced, revolving
frame and large-capacity swing bearing
provide further strength. Operators can
increase lifting force by 7 percent by choosing
Lift Mode, which boosts hydraulic pressure.
Lift Mode is one of six available working
modes, allowing operators to match machine
performance to the application. Additional
modes include Power, Economy, Breaker,
Attachment Power and Attachment Economy.
The PC490LC-11’s enhanced hydraulic system
helps reduce hydraulic loss, resulting in better
efficiency. Additionally, Komatsu designed and
produces all major components of the hydraulic
system, including pumps, motors and valves.
The integrated design employs a closed-center,
load-sensing system that uses variable-speedmatching technology.
“Variable-speed matching adjusts the engine
speed to hydraulic pump output, allowing the
engine to operate at the most efficient rpm,”
said Moncini. “It also has a hydraulically driven
reversible cooling fan that varies its speed in
response to coolant, hydraulic oil and ambient
temperatures for greater efficiency.
“Like other Tier 4 products, the PC490LC-11
is backed by Komatsu CARE, which provides
complimentary scheduled maintenance for the
first three years or 2,000 hours, with work done
by certified technicians who also perform a
50-point inspection,” Moncini added. “Komatsu
met the Tier 4 Final standards while maintaining
the strong attributes of the predecessor model.
We believe users will see the added benefits,
even those who are currently or have previously
used the Interim model.” Q
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LOADERS
From Komatsu - The Loader Experts

The WA380-7 Tier 4 Interim Wheel Loader is a class leading performer with
LPSURYHPHQWVLQSURGXFWLRQIXHOHτFLHQF\RSHUDWRUFRPIRUWDQGVHUYLFHDELOLW\
• Komatsu Smart Loader Logic reduces fuel consumption while maintaining production.
• Large capacity torque converter with lock-up provides 10% fuel savings.
• New 7” LCD multi-function monitor panel provides easy access machine diagnostics.
• Komatsu CARE provides complimentary Tier 4 maintenance, including Komatsu Diesel
Particulate Filter exchange. Contact your Komatsu distributor for details.

www.komatsuamerica.com

NEW PRODUCT

‘ONE MACHINE, ALL APPLICATIONS’
Komatsu’s new WA200-7 wheel loader provides benefits
of standard and PZ models in a more efficient package

H

Having one machine that provides production
in earthmoving, sand and gravel applications,
as well as the lifting capacity to move pipe and
other materials is a distinct advantage for a wheel
loader. Komatsu’s new WA200-7 provides these,
in a powerful Tier 4 Interim package that builds
upon the proven technology of its predecessor.
Komatsu’s WA200-7 uses the versatile PZ
“parallel Z-bar linkage,” which provides large
breakout force for quick and easy bucket filling.
It also keeps loads level during lift and has high
tilt forces to handle large attachments, making it
an ideal machine for fork applications, such as
moving pallets.
“The WA200-7 is one machine for all
applications,” said Craig McGinnis, Komatsu
Product Specialist, Wheel Loaders. “It combines
the best of both the standard and PZ Dash-6
models but has many improvements. One of
the biggest changes is Komatsu’s proprietary
Tier 4 engine technology that further reduces
fuel consumption by up to 3 percent compared
to the already-low level of the Dash-6 series. It
also uses a Komatsu Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
(KDOC) that reduces particulate matter through
100-percent passive regeneration, which does not
interfere with daily operation.”
McGinnis notes that Komatsu designed the
KDOC to last through the engine’s lifetime, and
it also engineered the WA200-7 with no diesel
particulate filter. Additionally, Komatsu provides
complimentary scheduled maintenance through
its Komatsu CARE program for the first three
years or 2,000 hours.

Enhanced operator comfort
To enhance operator comfort, Komatsu
designed the WA200-7 with a roomy cab.
The work equipment is controlled by a

multifunction mono-lever that includes a
forward-neutral-reverse switch and an integrated
proportion-control switch for third-spoolequipped loaders.
“As with other Komatsu wheel loaders, the
WA200-7 has a highly efficient and responsive
hydrostatic drive train with variable-speed control
and the Komatsu Traction Control System,” said
McGinnis. “The dynamic braking effect of the
HST practically eliminates brake wear, which
further reduces maintenance costs. We encourage
anyone looking for an all-purpose loader to check
out the WA200-7. Its versatility, production and
low owning and operating costs make it the
leader in its size class.” Q

Craig McGinnis,
Komatsu Product
Specialist, Wheel
Loaders

Quick Specs on the Komatsu WA200-7 Wheel Loader
Model

Operating Weight

Net Horsepower

Bucket Capacity

WA200-7

25,342-26,070 lbs.

126 hp

2.6 cu. yds.

Komatsu’s new WA200-7 uses the versatile PZ “parallel Z-bar linkage,” which provides large
breakout force for quick and easy bucket filling. It also keeps loads level during lift and has
high tilt forces to handle large attachments, making it an ideal machine for fork applications,
such as moving pallets.

A SALUTE FOCUS
PRODUCT
TO A CUSTOMER

NEW TIER 4 FINAL DOZER
Enhancements give D155AX-8 greater efficiency,
reduce owning and operating costs

W

When you already have one of the most
productive and efficient dozers in the
260 hp-plus size class, it’s not necessary to
completely overhaul it to meet the newest
tier standard. You simply build on an already
successful platform and enhance it like Komatsu
did with the D155AX-8, which is Tier 4 Final
certified with the addition of selective catalytic
reduction (SCR).
The D155AX-8 maintains the horsepower
and blade capacity of its predecessor, with
about a 2.5-percent increase in operating
weight,” said Chuck Murawski, Komatsu
Product Manager, Dozers. “Despite the
increase in weight, the new model reduces
fuel consumption while providing the same
powerful production of the Dash-7 it replaces.”
Both power and fuel efficiency come from
Komatsu’s automatic gearshift transmission,
which shifts to the optimal gear range based on
work conditions and load, and a lock-up torque
converter that automatically transfers engine
power directly to the transmission. Operators
can select from automatic or manual gearshift
modes to fit the application. Automatic is for
general dozing, and manual is for dozing and
ripping in rough ground.
Komatsu continues to significantly
improve productivity and operation with an
electronic-control power train system, including
the Hydrostatic Steering System that provides
powerful turns under various work conditions.
Counter-rotation is available while in neutral,
for minimum turning radius, providing
excellent maneuverability. When operating in
adverse conditions such as uneven ground, the
K-bogie undercarriage system keeps the correct
alignment between the rollers and links for a
smoother ride and longer component life.

More material with less power
The D155AX-8 is equipped with a dual-tilt
and power-pitch SIGMADOZER blade, which
gives it a high blade capacity, improves dozing
performance and increases productivity up to
15 percent, compared to a conventional semi-u
blade. The blade improves soil-holding capacity
and reduces digging resistance for a smoother
flow of material, allowing larger amounts of soil
to be dozed with less power.

Chuck Murawski,
Komatsu Product
Manager, Dozers

“The D155 dozer’s popularity comes from its
ability to cost-effectively move massive amounts
of material, and this new model does that with a
further reduction in owning and operating costs,”
said Murawski. “Komatsu covers scheduled
maintenance for the first three years or 2,000
hours through Komatsu CARE, which includes a
50-point inspection at each interval.” Q
Quick Specs on the Komatsu D155AX-8 Dozer
Model

Operating Weight

Net Horsepower

Blade Capacity

D155AX-8

89,300 lbs.

354 hp

12.3-15.6 cu. yds.

Komatsu’s new D155AX-8 dozer features an automatic gearshift transmission, which
shifts to the optimal gear range based on work conditions and load, and a lock-up torque
converter that automatically transfers engine power directly to the transmission.

Innovative. Intelligent. Integrated.

D61i-23
Next Generation Machine Control
No Masts

No Cables

No Connections

Factory installed Intelligent Machine Control — standard on the new D61i-23.
Automated dozing —1st to last pass with ﬁnish grade performance.
Intelligent blade assistance minimizes track slip and improves efﬁciency.
Komatsu — Customer driven solutions.

Scan here to see the video.

Conventional
Machine Control

www.komatsuamerica.com

KOMATSU FINANCIAL
Financing Your Success

The experienced professionals at
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solutions to help grow your business.
Working with your Komatsu dealer,
we can provide the following:
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KOMATSU & YOU

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS
VP of Operations says Komatsu Financial offers
much more than loans for purchasing new equipment

Q

QUESTION: Why should a customer consider
Komatsu Financial for financing equipment
instead of going with an outside lender?
ANSWER: All we do is finance Komatsu
equipment through Komatsu distributors. That
puts us in a unique position to better understand
customers’ opportunities and the challenges
they face compared to an outside lender that
finances everything from homes to airplanes.
Being an equipment manufacturer, we also
know the construction and mining marketplaces
better, which allows us to be more flexible on the
front-end when setting up the financing and on
the back-end if customers hit a bump in the road.
At Komatsu Financial, either on the front end or
after the sale, our first question is always, “How
can we help?” For those reasons, the number of
companies that turn to Komatsu Financial for their
equipment needs has continued to increase.
QUESTION: How much of an increase have you
seen?
ANSWER: More than 80 percent of all new
Komatsu machines sold in North America are
financed by Komatsu Financial. That is up from
about 60 percent five years ago.
QUESTION: How have you been able to achieve
that?
ANSWER: We’ve taken a much more
customer-oriented approach, including getting out
in the field and meeting directly with dealers and
customers to understand how we can better serve
their needs. That contact has helped us develop a
lot of great programs that are different than what
the typical marketplace has to offer. For example,
if a customer has a lease that’s greater than 24
months, we’ll let them out of it six months early,
as long as the customer is buying another piece
Continued . . .

This is one of a series of articles
based on interviews with key
people at Komatsu discussing
the company’s commitment to
its customers in the construction
and mining industries — and
their visions for the future.

Tim Tripas,
Vice President of Operations,
Komatsu Financial

Tim Tripas joined Komatsu 23 years ago after graduating from
Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa, with a degree in English.
“My parents encouraged me to take classes that interested me, so
in addition to English, I took a lot of business and law classes. That
gave me a well-rounded background and set me up well to join
Komatsu Financial.”
His first responsibilities included working on audits and
collections before becoming a regional operations manager,
followed by director of operations. In 2004, he helped set up
Komatsu Finance Europe, then returned to the United States in
his present role as Vice President of Operations. He oversees all
functions of finance, including credit applications, funding, audits,
leasing and more.
“One of the things I’m most proud of is that 8 out of 10 Komatsu
machines sold in North America are now financed through
Komatsu Financial,” said Tripas. “That’s due to a very concerted
effort by our personnel to get out and meet customers face-to-face
at their jobsites, offices and our distributor locations, so we know
their businesses and can tailor programs to meet their needs. I
believe Komatsu makes the best equipment in the business, so
building a world-class finance company that helps customers put
that machinery in their fleets and finances the parts and service to
keep them producing is a priority.”
Tim and his wife, Alissa, have a daughter, and he enjoys
spending time with his family outside of work. He also sneaks out
to golf on occasion.

Komatsu Financial tailors programs to meet customers’ needs
. . continued

of Komatsu equipment. So, a customer may have
a D51 dozer and would really like a larger size or
a new D51i-22 intelligent Machine Control dozer.
With this program, we completely forgive the final
six months of payments on the existing lease, to
allow for the additional machine purchase. Nobody
else in the industry does anything like that.
QUESTION: Could you give some other
examples?

More than 80 percent of all new
Komatsu equipment sold in North
America is financed by Komatsu
Financial. That is up from about 60
percent five years ago.

Komatsu offers cost-effective
and viable financing solutions
for new and used equipment
purchases and leases, as well as
parts and service needs.

Komatsu has a parts and service
financing program that lets customers
finance the first $50,000 at zero percent
for 15 months with no payments for 90
days. That allows customers to bring
the equipment into the shop, get it
fixed and get the equipment back and
working before a payment is due.

ANSWER: In talking with customers, many said
they desired the flexibility of paying over time
for repairs or service work from their dealer. We
developed a parts and service financing program
that’s a true loan. Some competitors have similar
financing, but in reality, it’s a credit card that charges
higher interest. Komatsu Financial’s program lets
customers finance the first $50,000 at zero percent
for 15 months with no payments for 90 days. That
allows the customer to bring the equipment into the
shop, get it fixed and get the equipment back and
working before a payment is due. Additionally, on
this or any other product from Komatsu Financial,
there is never a pre-payment penalty.
Another example is our Flex Lease. Customers
make a 36-month commitment, but every year on
the anniversary of the lease, they have the option
to return the equipment. That grew out of a
customer telling us, “I think I need a machine for
three years, but I know for sure I need it for one.”
The advantages are obviously that if a situation
changes, they can opt out, and if customers
choose to stay in the lease, their rate continues
to be what it was from the day the lease started.
It’s been well-received, especially in light of the
past few years when we’ve seen a big shift from
ownership toward leasing. We have several other
attractive leasing options if that’s the route a
customer wants to go.
QUESTION: Do you finance used equipment?
ANSWER: Absolutely. We’ll finance new and
used equipment as long as it’s a product a
distributor sells and not a competitive brand. Our
focus is on helping build successful relationships
with our distributors and their customers, and
financing new and used equipment, leases and
parts and service contributes to that. We consider
Komatsu Financial a facilitator in the process,
and we’re willing to do whatever we can to help
customers be successful. Q
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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

MORE EFFICIENT CRUSHING
Kleemann’s new, powerful mobile jaws and impactors
provide greater versatility, mobility

H

High production capacities and material
quality are essential in mobile crushing.
Kleemann (part of the Wirtgen group) provides
those attributes, as well as increased efficiency
and versatility with its new lineup of impact and
jaw crushers that feature Tier 4 Final engines.
“All of the new models have prescreens that
can be configured with varying size punch
plates or grizzlies, and changing between
them is easier than ever with a new common
frame that allows users to unbolt one and
bolt on another,” said Mike Burris, Wirtgen
District Sales Manager. “Users no longer need
to install a whole new frame system, and for
the contractor who moves from site to site with
different materials, that’s greater flexibility,
efficiency and increased production time.”
Both impact and jaw models use direct drive
crushers and electric drives for the vibrating
conveyors, belts and prescreens. The combination

provides extremely efficient operation with low
fuel consumption and optimal crusher loading.
“Kleemann separates itself from the competition
with its prescreens because they significantly save
wear on the crusher,” said Burris. “It also has great
fuel savings. Kleemann was already the most
fuel-efficient, and with these new machines, it’s
even better.”

Mike Burris,
Wirtgen District
Sales Manager

Each model features Kleemann’s Continuous
Feed System (CFS) that manages a more equal
loading of the crusher area. The conveying
frequencies of the feeder trough and prescreen
area adapt independently of each other to the
level of the crusher, which significantly boosts
performance.
Continued . . .

Quick specs on the new Kleemann crushers
Model

Type

Feed Capacity

MC 110 Ri EVO
MC 110 Zi EVO
MR 110 ZSi EVO
MR 130 Zi EVO
MR 130 ZSi EVO

Jaw
Jaw
Impactor
Impactor
Impactor

Up to 300 tph
Up to 300 tph
Up to 350 tph
Up to 450 tph
Up to 450 tph

Kleemann’s new
Mobicat jaw crushers
are completely
redesigned heavier
jaws that provide
production up to 300
tons per hour. They
have a newly designed,
longer swing jaw and
an extra-long and
articulated crusher jaw.

Kleemann takes crushing to the next level
. . . continued

Redesigned jaws
Kleemann expanded its popular EVO
Contractor Line with two completely redesigned
jaw crushers (a MC 100 Ri EVO and a MC 110 Zi
EVO) with heavier jaws that provide production
up to 300 tons per hour. They have a newly
designed, longer swing jaw that prevents blocking
of coarse material and moves all mounting
elements of the crusher jaw from the wear area.
The crusher jaw is extra-long and articulated.
Transfer from the prescreen or the feeder trough
is designed so that material simply tilts into the
crushing jaw, which provides even material flow.
Medium and smaller gradations of material
bypass the crusher, reducing wear in the system
and increasing end product quality through the
discharge of fines via the side discharge conveyor.
A bypass flap provides easy diversion of the
material flow, eliminating the need for a blind
deck and improves versatility in making base
material. A folding, or short, conveyor option
allows users to build a prescreen pile that exceeds
competitive models.
“Despite the heavier jaw, they’re lighter than
their predecessors for easier mobility,” said Burris.
“Kleemann also improved transport with the
folding conveyor that doesn’t require removal for
transport.”

Impactors designed to improve
material shape
New impact crushers are differentiated by their
size and productivity. The MR 110 ZSi EVO 2
has a crusher inlet opening of 43.3 inches, while
the MR 130 Zi EVO 2’s inlet opening is 51 inches.
New Kleemann impactor model crushers have inlet geometry that allows better penetration
of the material into the range of the rotor. The wear behavior of the new C-form impact ledges
has also been improved so that the edges remain sharper longer, leading to improved material
shape. Rotor speeds can be adjusted in four stages to suit different processing applications.

Feed capacities are up to 350 tons per hour
(tph) for the MR 110 ZSi EVO 2 and 450 tph
for the MR 130 Zi EVO 2. The “S” indicates a
Mobirex unit with an optional, highly productive
secondary vibrating screen with an extra-large
screening surface mounted on the discharge
conveyor. It can produce spec material, potentially
eliminating the need for a separate screen.
The impactors’ inlet geometry allows better
penetration of the material into the range of
the rotor, and the wear behavior of the new
C-form impact ledges has been improved so
that the edges remain sharper longer, leading
to improved material shape. Rotor ledges are
held securely by a new user-friendly clamping
system that can be changed faster for greater
plant uptime. Rotor speeds can be adjusted
in four stages to suit different processing
applications.
The feeding unit on both has hydraulically
folding hopper walls and a locking system,
which speeds setup. A vibrating double-deck
prescreen between the hopper and crusher
eliminates fines from the product flow before
they ever enter the crusher, reducing wear and
cutting fuel costs.
Further enhancements include a dedicated
operator-panel access door, so operators don’t
have to open the main cabinet and expose it
to the elements. An improved remote control
allows frequency adjustments of the feeders,
and a dust-suppression system with nozzles
positioned above and to the side of material
reduces clogging.
“Like previous Kleemann crushers, these
new machines are sturdy, heavy-built units that
provide excellent production in a variety of
materials,” said Burris. “We invite anyone who
does mobile crushing or is thinking about it, to
contact us and see how the Kleemann products
can benefit them.
“On a further note, the Kleemann crushers
are powered by Scania engines. We are now an
authorized Scania dealer, so we can perform
any work that may be needed on the machines,
including warranty items,” added Burris. “Users
can be even more confident in our service
capabilities when it comes to the Kleemann
products.” Q

With a wide range of options, Broce Brooms are versatile enough to
handle nearly any sweeping challenge. From optional curb sweepers
and water spray systems to scraper blades and a choice of engines,
you can customize your Broce Broom to meet individual jobsite
needs.
All self-propelled Broce Brooms have a standard hydrostatic drive and
a compact wheel base for better maneuverability in tight places. Our
sound-suppressed cab provides maximum operator comfort and visibility for optimal productivity and safety.
To find out how Broce Brooms can help you make a clean sweep
every time, contact your Broce dealer for a demonstration.
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FORESTRY NEWS

INCREASED LOGGING CAPACITY
Komatsu introduces new robust C-Series “carry style”
harvesting heads

F

Forestry operations are always looking for
increased logging capacity, as well as machinery
that’s durable and reliable, and Komatsu’s
new C-Series “carry-style” harvesting heads
deliver on all counts. Two models are available,
including the high-capacity C144 and the
versatile, all-around C93.
The C93, available installed on Komatsu 911.5
and 931.1 harvesters, replaces the 350.1 and offers
significant improvements for better handling
of thinning projects, as well as tough-limb and
multi-stem harvesting applications. It has a
recommended working diameter of 6 to 15 inches
and a maximum cutting capacity of up to
23.6 inches.
The C144’s recommended working diameter
is 8 to 20 inches, with a 28-inch maximum cutting
diameter. It’s available on Komatsu 931.1 and 941.1
harvesters. The C144 and the C93 can be installed
on other carriers as a loose head.

Efficient control systems
The C93 and C144 harvesting heads also feature
Komatsu’s new Constant Cut™ saw-control
system with a saw bar (29.5 inches on the C93 and
32.5 inches on the C144) that includes a 19cc saw
motor with an integrated valve to deliver precise
control of hydraulic flow and pressure.
MaxiXplorer™ 3.1 is also standard and a
complete system for machine control, head control,
cross cutting and administration.
“Customers choose which head is right for
them based on the diameter and weight of the
timber they harvest,” said Steve Yolitz, Komatsu
Manager, Marketing Forestry. “Komatsu heads
may also fit multiple machines, giving users
several options while reducing the number
of machines and attachments needed. Our
distributors can guide customers to the harvesting
head that is best for them.” Q

New C-Series “carry style” harvesting heads
feature Komatsu’s Constant Cut™ saw control
system with a saw bar that includes a 19cc
saw motor with an integrated valve to deliver
precise control of hydraulic flow and pressure.
MaxiXplorer™ 3.1 is also standard and a
complete system for machine control, head
control, cross cutting and administration.

Quick Specs on the Komatsu Harvesting Heads
Model

Weight

Max. Cutting Diameter

C93

2,138 lbs.

23.6 in.

C144

3,086 lbs.

28 in.

INDUSTRY NEWS

SHORT-TERM FUNDING
Last-minute bill keeps Highway Trust Fund
from insolvency

A

A short-term measure passed and signed
just before the Highway Trust Fund (HTF)
was about to run out of money provides
nearly $11 billion for road and transportation
projects. The bill – H.R. 5021, the Highway
and Transportation Funding Act of 2014 –
is a nine-month extension to the previous
highway bill, MAP-21, that expired in
September.

A short-term
bill provides
nearly $11 billion
in funding for
transportation
projects and runs
through May of 2015.

H.R. 5021 expires in May 2015, giving
lawmakers a chance to work through a
longer-term bill. While proposals for a
broader measure had been brought up,
including a $302 billion, four-year bill from
President Obama, Congress eventually
passed H.R. 5021, which authorized a transfer
from the general fund to pay for it.

The current short-term measure is funded
by a budget maneuver known as “pension
smoothing.” It allows corporations to reduce
contributions to employee retirement plans.
In turn, the government’s tax revenues
increase because companies can no longer
take tax deductions for the contributions.
Traditionally, the HTF is funded from the
18.4-cents-per-gallon gas tax. In recent years,
revenues have fallen short, forcing transfers
from the general fund to pay for road
repairs and construction. The tax hasn’t been
increased in more than 20 years, and as cars
have become more fuel-efficient and people
drive less, the gas tax hasn’t kept up with
needed transit spending.

Another ‘crisis’ next spring
Congress will need to address revenues
next spring when it takes up transportation
funding. Lawmakers have proposed several
ideas, including raising the gas tax and
indexing it to inflation, charging drivers a
per-mile fee, more tolling and combinations
of all of the above.
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx said
he was disappointed in the short-term fix.
“This latest band-aid expires right as
the next season begins, setting up another
crisis next spring,” said Foxx. “So in the
coming months, the Department will again
be required to prepare cash-management
procedures in anticipation of repeating
the same Highway Trust Fund insolvency
crisis. Americans deserve a multi-year
transportation bill that provides the certainty
that businesses and communities deserve,
creates jobs and makes necessary policy
updates to lay the foundation for lasting
economic growth.” Q

MORE INDUSTRY NEWS

AGC offers members private insurance exchange

T

The Associated General Contractors
of America now offers member firms in
the commercial construction industry a
nation-wide private insurance exchange.
CEO Stephen Sandherr said that the exchange
was developed in collaboration with an
outside company and features comprehensive
insurance coverage from major insurers.
It was designed to reduce costs and
administrative burdens.
“Because the exchange offers a broader
range of options than what’s typically
available to individual firms, employers

and their employees will get more of the
benefits that meet their particular needs,”
said Sandherr. “Instead of struggling
with unpredictable insurance premiums,
employers will be able to define the amount
they will provide to their employees for
health and other insurance benefits and then
direct their employees to an online store
where they will have more options than
they have had in the past. The new private
exchange, unlike many public exchanges,
will provide employees with the guidance
and support they need to make good
decisions.” Q

www.powerequipco.com

Equip #

Year

Make/Model

Description

Serial No.

Hours

PT18226-1

2001

Komatsu D65EX-12

Canopy

63659

J00173

2007

Komatsu D31PX-21

Cab, A/C

51218

2,025

J00177

2007

Komatsu D51PX-22

Cab, A/C

B10053

3,489

J00179

2013

Komatsu D61PX-23

Cab, A/C

30405

1,496

J00178

2013

Komatsu D65WX-17

Cab, A/C, six-way blade

1131

DOZERS
6,794

964

EXCAVATORS
PTB0638-1

2003

Komatsu PC270LC-7L

A86032

PT19685-1

2004

Komatsu PC308USLC-3

20077

PT19589-1

2004

Komatsu PC200LC-7L

J00183

2012

Komatsu PC360LC-1

J00110

2012

Komatsu PC360LC-1

J00184

2012

Komatsu PC360LC-1

7,200
12,500

A86681

8,736

Hydraulic thumb

A32073

1,297

A32114

1,244

Hydraulic thumb

A32284

0

WHEEL LOADER
PTC0535-1

2007

Komatsu WA320-5L

A33136

6,250

PP26116-1

2012

Komatsu WA320-6

Cab, A/C

A35301

6,527

J00165

2013

Komatsu WA200-6

Pin-on bucket

72012

3,229

J00166

2013

Komatsu WA200-6

Pin-on bucket

72038

3,600

J00175

2011

Komatsu WA250-6

Coupler bucket

75934

1,419

J00181

2014

Komatsu WA320-7

Coupler bucket

80314

159

J00182

2014

Komatsu WA320-7

Coupler bucket

80319

323

J00162

2013

Komatsu WA500-7

Pin-on bucket

10165

613

Komatsu SK1026

Open rops

A80401

1,198

SKID STEER LOADER
J00156

2008

FORESTRY EQUIPMENT
PP26946

2005

Pitts KB45

Delimber trailer

P050300

7,942

PT22498-2

2000

Prentice 410E

Log loader

P57393

9,722

PT26866

1988

John Deere 640

Skidder

C829688T

6,490

John Deere 753G

Harvester

GX002052

5,414

2007

Komatsu 445EXL

Feller buncher

FT4C-2867

7,774

Dynamic 565

Chipper

565-5032

1,341

PT26873

2004

Timber King TK540DS

Knuckleboom loader

PR59695

9,971

PT27499

2005

Barko 495ML

Knuckleboom loader

10523582

8,984

PT26701

1999

CAT 322B

Stroke delimber

1YS1119

6,280

PT27240

2002

Chambers

Deliminator

JD10155

6,408

PP27416

2007

Prentice 2670

Feller buncher

PB19353

7,915

PT26703
PT23086-1
PT27239

PAVING/COMPACTION
PP27468

1998

Blaw-Knox PF3172

Paver

317226-12

4,734

PP27469

1996

Blaw-Knox PF3180

Paver

318002-06

6,192

J00176

2006

Hamm 3410

Shell kit

H1690681

3,685

Availability is subject to prior sales • Financing available – call for details!

KNOXVILLE, TN

CHATTANOOGA, TN

NASHVILLE, TN

MEMPHIS, TN

KINGSPORT, TN

TUPELO, MS

3300 Alcoa Highway
(865) 577-5563
1-(800) 873-0961 (TN)
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(423) 894-1870
1-(800) 873-0963 (TN)
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(615) 213-0900
1-(800) 873-0962 (TN)
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(901) 346-9800
1-(800) 873-0965 (TN)

1487 Rock Spgs. Rd.
(423) 349-6111
1-(800) 873-0964 (TN)

1545 Highway 45
(662) 869-0283
1-(800) 873-0967
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